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RANDALL MANUFACTURING RECOGNIZED AS A 2013 TOP GREEN PROVIDER FOR ITS GREEN INSULWALL®
Elmhurst, IL (June 17, 2013) For the second time, Food Logistics magazine named Randall Manufacturing as a Top
Green Provider. Randall Manufacturing has been recognized by Food Logistics both for committing to sustainable
leadership and for investing in innovative, Green products -the pioneering GREEN bulkheads, and now GREEN
InsulWall®.
GREEN InsulWall – a modular, energy-efficient curtain wall system - is made from recycled insulation. It has superior Rvalue coupled with reusability and modularity. GREEN InsulWall meets the growing demand of organizations looking for
advanced environmental solutions.
“Building managers, architects, 3PLs, and material handling partners are looking for products, such as GREEN InsulWall,
which help reduce the escalating cost of energy and that are environmentally-friendly, said Fred Jevaney, Randall
Manufacturing president. Developing products that save landfill waste, conserve energy, and provide our markets with a
LEED-contributing product make our organization incredibly proud.”
The company’s commitment to sustainable operations and environmental leadership is reflected in its Positive Impact
program. The three driving tenets of Positive Impact are 1) committing to conserve the Earth’s resources; 2) helping fight
hunger in our community; and 3) supporting our nation’s workforce by manufacturing in the USA.
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To commemorate this important distinction, Randall Manufacturing will be launching on June 24 , a blog series entitled
“LEEDing Questions”. “I will be asking a variety of innovative design & build contractors a series of questions about
today’s GREEN building trends and the products that they see shaping the future of GREEN buildings,” said Todd Jessup,
warehouse Territory Manager at Randall Manufacturing. LEEDing Questions will be featured on the company’s
warehouse blog page and social media channels.
To learn more about the GREEN InsulWall visit, www.randallmfg.com/warehouse or call 800-323-7424.
About Randall Manufacturing – Warehouse
For over ten years, Randall Manufacturing has been providing innovative temperature control products to warehouses,
facilities and workplaces. With an eye for sustainability, Randall has been the first to utilize recycled materials in its
products to meet the growing need for GREEN building materials.
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Randall’s flexible, modular curtain wall solutions include GREEN InsulWall , Randall Industrial Curtain Walls, Randall
Noise Curtain Wall and insulated pallet covers. In addition, InsulAir™ provides a recirculatory air solution for warehouse
doors.
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